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Improved Machine Learning using Adaptive
Boosting algorithm in Membrane Protein
Prediction
Anjna Jayant Deen, Manasi Gyanchandani

Abstract: Membrane protein are very important and play
significantly in the field of biology and medicine. The main
purpose is to find suitable features of a membrane protein.
Various features extraction methods are use to find membrane
protein and their types. PseAAC (Pseudo Amino Acid
Composition) is a one of the feature extraction method which was
used to find the localization of the protein, which helps in the
detection of membrane types. Therefore, in this study, a novel
feature extraction method which is an integration of the pseudo
amino acid composition integer values mapped in discrete
sequence numbers in a matrix. The proposed scheme avoids
biasing among the different membrane proteins and their types.
Decision making for predicting the identification of membrane
protein types was performed using an algorithm framework to
improve the learning accuracy, by putting the training samples
weights in the learning process of AdaBoost. The performance of
different ensemble classifiers such as Random Forest, AdaBoost,
is analyzed. The best accuracy achieved is 91.50% for with the
Matthews correlation coefficient is 83.0%, and Cohen’s Kappa
value is 82.7%.
Keywords : Membrane Protein Types, Random Forest;
AdaBoost; Decision tree ; PseAAC..

I. INTRODUCTION

E

VERYliving organism's basic building block is cell.
Each cell is surrounded by cell membrane which
separated by outside environment. AdaBoost, a short form of
Adaptive Boosting, in paper [7] suggested first to practical
use of boosting algorithm. It focuses and aims to convert a
set of weak classifiers into a strong one, main task to improve
learning quality. An accuracy are key wards for successful
learning methods, boosting is one of the methods to improves
the learning quality and accuracy enhancement. Many
informatics area has a wide range of classification problem
during learning, due to the weak learner. In paper[1]
proposed a new regression-based algorithm on a boosted
support vector machine. As a transfer learning machine can
learn one data task to another task but also learn on labeled
and transfer them in different views randomly.
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The transfer learning model is one of another important
key factor for learning success.
In paper[2] study, an Integrated multi-dimension learning
transfer with Adaboost , in this regard the source and target
task as a collection of different views and each of these two
tasks can be learned from every view at the same time. In
extreme learning machine pay attentions in various field due
to straight, fast and strong observation in pattern recognition,
however, the extreme learning machine performance is still
an open challenge due to high-dimensional protein data,
Therefore in this[3] paper, introduce hyperspectral image
classification with an ensemble extreme learning machine
based on bagging and AdaBoost for the classification task
SVM based learning. Same learning task needs more
performance and accuracy, in this [4] paper describes SVM
based AdaBoost framework to improve the performance and
accuracy by using the training samples weights of the in the
re-sampling process of AdaBoost. To base classifier
performance improve the process by AdaBoost algorithm and
the complexity of the whole ensemble learning is simplified,
in [4] this paper presents an SVM ensemble method based on
an improved iteration process of Adaboost algorithm.
Proteins are macromolecules which is made of amino acid
residues. Based on their localization, Protein has different
types. Some membrane protein encodes gene in most
genomes among them, membrane proteins are found around
different types of cell membranes and perform many crucial
tasks in the cell. Due to their flexibility, absence of stability
and partly hydrophobic surfaces membrane proteins have
proven to be hard to study [9]. Moreover, Due to the
problems in determining structure with experimental
techniques, the amount of outer membrane proteins in the
structure database is very limited. Therefore learning outer
membrane protein from non-outer membrane protein with
computational methods is drug and genome sequencing
necessity [10]. Cell membrane protein carry out, many of the
functions of the vital component of a cell, that are imperative
to cells survival, Knowledge of the cell membrane protein
type is essential in the determination of its functional types
and behaviour of the cell ,they become an attractive target for
drug design and new research [15].
Moreover, when membrane proteins become abnormal,
major illnesses such as cancer, neurological diseases,
cardiovascular diseases and Alzheimer's disease occur[11].
Membrane proteins make up about 50% of drugs [10],[21].
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For the discovery of new drugs and genomes, knowledge
of types of membrane proteins and their functions are
essential [9], [10]. So predicting the membrane protein types
is a crucial task in the field of bioinformatics. But the
traditional biological experimental techniques used to predict
the type of membrane protein are expensive and
time-consuming. Therefore, a quick, efficient and automated
technique must be developed to detect the type of
uncharacterized protein[25].
There are classes of membrane proteins: single-pass type
I,II,III and IV, multi-pass trans-membrane, lipid
chain-anchored membrane, GPI anchored and peripheral
membrane [20,24].
Recently various feature extractions and classification
techniques have been used in order to predict membrane
protein types. To predict membrane protein types Amino
Acid Composition (AAC) [11],[19], [13], was first used
[14a,b], but Amino acid composition is not able to store
information of sequence order .Therefore Pseudo Amino
Acid Composition resolved these problem (PseAAC)
[6],[11], [18],[13],[19]. Different decision tree classifiers and
ensemble techniques have been used for identification of
membrane protein types and analyse their performance, As
evidenced by latest publications[13],[18],[19] in accordance
with PseAAC by Chou. This article presents a novel
technique of machine learning to identify the types of
membrane protein using their sequence of amino acids as the
only input[27]. In our study, the dataset taken is imbalanced
and therefore ensemble classifiers are used. In this study
focuses on a decision about the presence of membrane types
by applying ensemble of machine learning classifiers on
features extracted from the output of eight different
membrane types, like, a singlepass type I, II, III, IV,
multipass transmembrane, lipid chain-anchored membrane,
GPI anchored and peripheral membrane. Our primary
objective was to enhance the performance and accuracy .
First, each sequence of proteins has been mapped into a
vector based on feature extraction. Second, to recognise class
of membrane, the better performing classifier was chosen.
Third, ensemble method based an adaptive boosting
algorithm using for prediction. The proposed method uses
PseAAC feature extraction methods which gives a feature
vector of 50 D (dimensions) and helps in categorizing
membrane proteins into 8 classes.

TABLE I Total samples in the dataset
Membrane protein (types)
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single-pass type-I

2948

single-pass type-II

2194

single-pass type-III

211

single-pass type-IV

194

Multi-pass trans membrane

35480

Lipid chain anchoredmembrane

3032

GPI-anchored membrane

651

Peripheral membrane

17319

Total

62029

of

B. Feature Extraction Methods
Feature extraction is important in the learning process
[14a,b][15a]. Specific characteristics are useful in
identifying membrane proteins types. Computational
biology's amino acid is the primary sequence as the input
data, these sequences are in alphabetic order can be
transformed into machine-usable information, it is most
important as well as most difficult problem is how to
convert the biological sequences with discrete vector and
in a matrix form Because all current machine learning
algorithms, as elaborated in [28] can manage the only
vector. A vector described in a discrete model, however,
may lose all data about the sequence pattern. The PseAAC
or pseudo amino acid composition was suggested in order
to prevent totally losing the protein sequence pattern data.
[29]. PseAAC has penetrated almost all fields of
computational proteomics since the notion of it was
proposed [20]. Structure and physicochemical descriptor
extracted from protein sequence and other functional
interaction properties of the protein. In this study we used
iFeature, a python based versatile toolkit for generating
numerical descriptor value for feature extraction. iFeature
is a powerful toolkit by which each protein should be
transformed into a numerical vector that represents enough
biological data to meet this objective. The sequences of
proteins comprise 20 distinctive amino acids. Twenty
amino acids have a prevalent but distinct chemical
properties due to functional behavior variations.

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD
A. Data Set
The protein dataset of 560459 manually annotated and
reviewed proteins was collected from Swiss-Prot PDB in this
study various paper [18],[14],[16],[17]. Dataset is filtered
and only membrane protein is chosen. The 62029 membrane
proteins is selected and categorized into 8 types, which are:
single-pass type-1,II,III IV, multi-pass trans-membrane, lipid
chain-anchored membrane, GPI-anchored and peripheral
membrane. Further classification of the 62029 membrane
proteins done into 43418 training samples and 18611 test
samples datasets. Table I demonstrates the sample details.

No.
instances

C. Pseudo Amino Acid Composition (PseAAC)
Sequence of protein is a mixture of 20 distinct amino acid
residues. The amino acid chemical composition is
comparable, but for each amino acid it has varying side chain.
They have distinct chemical properties due to the different
side chains of each amino acid. The composition of the
sequence's 20 amino acids is calculated and displayed in the
feature vector as a 20-dimensional feature [11].
(1)
Where the elements are the amino acids composition that can
be calculated using the hydrophilic value, hydrophilic value
and mass of 20 amino acids.
are calculated by,
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(2)
Where is the weight factor (set to 0.05) and is the kth tier
correlation factor that represents order of correlation between
all the kth-most continuous residues. Amino Acid
Compositions is a 20-dimnesional vector that indicates 20
kinds of amino acids frequency of occurrence in the protein
sequence. The length of PseAAC depends on value , which
in our case is set to 30, thus giving 20+30=50D feature
vector.Thus the feature dimension from PseAAC is 50
descriptor vector space.
D. Classification
In this study, an imbalanced dataset is taken from
www.uniprot.org benchmark protein dataset. A predictor
trained with a data set of uneven proteins would result in an
incorrect prediction. It is therefore essential to discover an
efficient strategy for optimizing the imbalanced protein
dataset and minimizing the classifier's biased prediction[32].
AdaBoost Ensemble refers to the general technique of
combining several weak models to achieve a stronger model.
In boosting, AdaBoost classifier trains a series of weak
classifiers and subsequently increase the penalty on
misclassified points. The final prediction is the weighted vote
of all weak classifiers. The various classifier used in this
study is decision tree, random forest and AdaBoost, will help
in achieving better accuracy therefore use of ensemble
techniques based classifiers such as Random forest,
Adaboost and Decision tree performances of classifiers are
compared with each other with namely base classifiers. The
main purpose is to make a model which predicts the target
variable by using learning decision making rules from feature
vector.
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Fig 1. Prediction level of Membrane Protein Types

E. Performance Estimation of a Classifier
The aim to AdaBoost algorithm first resolved class
imbalance problem, when the classes are balanced predictive
accuracy works fine. Adaboost as the first successful
boosting algorithm for binary classification problem. That is
every class in data set are equally important. When the
classifier classified a test data set with imbalanced class
distribution, then predictive accuracy on its own is not a
reliable indicator of classifiers effectiveness. Learning with
AdaBoost model by weighting training instances and the
weak learner selves. Predict with AdaBoost by weight
predictions from weak learners.
The proposed of this study to performs more nearly with
large multiclass data samples separated as majority class and
minority class, the rest of the classifier for multiclass
imbalance learning, this work n number of data samples
creates balance training subset by random under sampling of
the majority class samples, each subset learn process fixed
weight update with instances, so that the training
subsets depends on the degree of the class imbalance,
resultant outcomes are computed based on majority voting.
In membrane protein learning tasks, the membrane types T
often takes discrete value sets of classes: ( T c1, Tc2,
Tc3.........Tck). were membrane protein types might map a
feature description of types of k possible membrane protein.
The features PseAAC descriptors vector 50 dimensional can
be map each one of k class. multiclass learning tasks can be
generalized easily by using decision tree algorithms. In each
leaf of decision tree can be labeled with a given number of
classes, were k, and internal subtask of each instance can be
selected to discriminate into their eight classes. The main aim
is to learn k class functions form T tasks, were T task
consisting of various sub-task T1, T2, T3...Tk, one of each
class. Instead of using bootstrap copies, and finding optimal
cut for randomized features at each node, it randomly selects
a cut-point. Another type of ensemble method known as
AdaBoost attempts to enhance predictive outcomes by
mixing weak learners to build a meta classifier k. Prediction
of one learner is used to train another learner and so on,
resulting in reduced errors in each steps.
Ensemble Algorithm
------------------------------------------Let consider P represents the actual training data,
k represents the number of base classifiers,
and D represents the test data.
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for = 1 to k do
Create P (Training set from P ).
Build T (Base classifier from P ).
end for
for each test record ∈ D do
T ∗( ) =
( T 1 ( ) ,T 2( ) ,…,T k ( ))
end for
----------------------------------------------------Decision tree is made by either using information gain and
prunes it to reduce errors. In order to enhance the
classification rate, Random forest utilizes many decision
trees. In Random forest, different trees are made by taking
randomly sampled vectors.
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, feature extraction techniques, namely PseAAC
are used which give feature vector of 50-dimension to train
the model. For getting best accuracy, various type of
classifiers such as Decision tree, AdaBoost , RF (Random
Forest), AdaBoost with decision tress , AdaBoost with
random forest classifiers are used and on the basis of result
obtained from them, the model is built. It is visible in Table
III that the ensemble classifiers AdaBoost, Random forest
(RF) and Decision Tree classifier produces high accuracy
i.e., approximately 88-91%. It gives the highest overall
accuracy for single pass type-I, type-II, type-III, type-IV,
multi-pass
transmembrane,
lipid
and
GPI
anchored-membrane protein types.
A. ACCURACY
Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity : Predictive accuracy €
can be expressed in term of sensitivity and specificity
€ =
(3)
=
€=

(4)
(5)

€=
(6)
Based on the various performance metrics, resultant can be
characterize a classifier. In the terms of F-1 score, Precision,
Recall, TPR ( true positive rate) ,FPR ( false positive rate)
and accuracy [19],[11],[6]. The overall accuracy of different
classifiers are shown in Table II.
F-measure is a performance measure of the model. It uses
both precision as well as recall to calculate the score.
(7)
(8)
Usually, F-measure is less for classes with less number of
instances and high for classes with greater number of
instances. F-measure of various classifiers are shown in table
V. The specificity of classifiers is shown in Table III, the
range of specificity is from 95% to 100%, because TNR (true
negative rate) is good i.e., wrongly classified samples are
very less.
Sensitivity of Classifiers is shown in Table IV. Shows that
classes with more number of samples like multiclass
-transmembrane and peripheral membrane are gives better
sensitivity results, but for less sample classes like type-2,
type-3, type-4, GPI, are less sensitive. All classifier has the
highest sensitivity for the majority classes, single-pass type
classes and minority classes among all the classifiers
implemented does perform well.
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TABLE II
OVERALL ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS
Classifier

Accuracy

Decision Tree

83.26

Random Forest

89.38

AdaBoost

76.88

Adaboost+DT

90.01

Adaboost+RF
---------------------------

91.50
------------------------------------

B. Cohen’s Kappa
It measures the agreement between predictions and actual
results, it can be considered as a good measure for
imbalanced data set.
(9)
and
(10)
+

(11)
Where is number of samples, is the relative agreement
among prediction and actual result (similar to accuracy),
is hypothetical agreements due to chance agreement between
actual and predicted results. The value of Cohen’s Kappa for
different classifiers is shown in Table 6.The Cohen’s Kappa
value for the classifiers such as Decision tree is below 75%.
But for the ensemble classifiers such as AdaBoost with DT is
81.8%, AdaBoost with Random Forest 82.70% value. As
noted, kappa value for Random forest is 80.40%. Because
protein sequences are patterns of different length, it is found
that proposed PseAAC to integer encodings 50D vector
features space with AdaBoost classifier provide better
performance for membrane protein types.
C. Mathew’s Correlation Coefficient (MCC)
It is popular performance evaluation parameter for any others
prediction model. Mathew's Correlation Coefficient ranges
from -1 to +1 where former representing total disagreement
and latter representing total agreement with observation and
prediction whereas 0 is equal to a random prediction.
Therefore, the Mathew’s Correlation Coefficient (MCC) (eq.
12) is considered to be the better performance for the
classification problem of unbalanced data [14].

(12)
From the study, it is found that all ensemble classifiers
perform excellently compared to tree based classifiers on the
various performance measures such as specificity, accuracy, ,
F-measure, Prediction result shows that the proposed method
achieved good accuracy for the independent datasets, the
various classifier prediction results shows bar graph as shown
in Fig. 3.
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Table- III: Performance of Classifier
COHEN’S
KAPPA VALUE

Mathew’s
Correlation
Coefficient

Decision Tree

79.0

73.1

Random Forest

80.4

80.8

AdaBoost

65.1

68.8

AdaBoost with
Decision Tree
AdaBoost with
Random Forest

80.7

82.1

82.6

83.2

Classifier

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Overall Accuracy

C kappa value

MCC

Fig.3. Comparison between performance measuring
parameters of different classifiers
TABLE III SPECIFICITY OF DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS
SPECIFICITY
DECISION TREE
RANDOM FOREST

GPI
LIPID
MULTI-PASS
PERIPHERAL
TYPE I
TYPE II

0.98
0.97
0.87
0.93
0.97
0.97

0.88
0.93
0.95
0.97
0.94
0.94

0.87
0.85
0.95
0.92
0.87
0.85

ADABOOST DECISION
TRESS
0.99
0.98
0.87
0.95
0.99
0.99

TYPE III
TYPE IV

0.99
0.99

0.96
0.93

0.86
0.88

1.00
1.00

TYPES

ADABOOST

ADABOOST WITH
RANDOM FOREST
0.85
0.89
0.95
0.94
0.92
0.85
0.86
0.90

TABLE IV SENSITIVITY OF DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS
Sensitivity
Types

Decision Tree

AdaBoost

GPI

0.12

0.16

Adaboost
Random Forest
0.06

Adaboost Decision
Tress
0.03

Random Forest

Lipid

0.48

0.16

0.58

0.49

0.55

Multi-pass
Peripheral

0.92
0.87

0.89
0.86

0.97
0.93

0.98
0.95

0.97
0.93

0.06

Type I

0.56

0.19

0.61

0.55

0.58

Type II

0.53

0.04

0.45

0.46

0.45

Type III

0.38

0.19

0.49

0.35

0.49

Type IV

0.13

0.19

0.15

0.12

0.15
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TABLE V

F1-SCORE OF DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS

F1-SCORE
TYPES

DECISION TREE

GPI
LIPID
MULTI-PASS
PERIPHERAL
TYPE I
TYPE II
TYPE III
TYPE IV

0.10
0.50
0.92
0.86
0.54
0.50
0.40
0.20

ADABOOST

RANDOM FOREST

0.07
0.60
0.95
0.91
0.68
0.61
0.66
0.57

0.14
0.24
0.87
0.79
0.23
0.08
0.15
0.24

IV. CONCLUSION
In this experiment results, PseAAC features are used from
protein amino acid sequence datasets. The various kinds of
classification methods are generate useful information to
find diseases and relationship between other functions of
protein. These 50D (Dimension) feature vectors are further
used to learn various types of classifiers such as Random
forest, Adaptive Boosting, AdaBoost with random forest and
AdaBoost with Decision Tree. The performance of these
classifier are measured on different performance measures
and compared with each other which shows that ensemble
methods perform well than other classifiers. In future, with
help of different types of extraction methods or oversampling
and under sampling techniques classifiers can give more
better accuracy.
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